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ABSTRACT
The interpretive power of the newest generation of large-volume hydrodynamical sim-
ulations of galaxy formation rests upon their ability to reproduce the observed prop-
erties of galaxies. In this second paper in a series, we employ bulge+disc decomposi-
tions of realistic dust-free galaxy images from the Illustris simulation in a consistent
comparison with galaxies from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS). Examining the
size-luminosity relations of each sample, we find that galaxies in Illustris are roughly
twice as large and 0.7 magnitudes brighter on average than galaxies in the SDSS. The
trend of increasing slope and decreasing normalization of size-luminosity as a function
of bulge-fraction is qualitatively similar to observations. However, the size-luminosity
relations of Illustris galaxies are quantitatively distinguished by higher normalizations
and smaller slopes than for real galaxies. We show that this result is linked to a sig-
nificant deficit of bulge-dominated galaxies in Illustris relative to the SDSS at stellar
masses log M?/M . 11. We investigate this deficit by comparing bulge fraction esti-
mates derived from photometry and internal kinematics. We show that photometric
bulge fractions are systematically lower than the kinematic fractions at low masses,
but with increasingly good agreement as the stellar mass increases.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The observed relationship between size and luminosity is
a crucial benchmark within the framework of hierarchical
assembly of galaxies (Schade et al. 1996; Shen et al. 2003;
Trujillo et al. 2004; Courteau et al. 2007; Graham & Wor-
ley 2008; Brooks et al. 2011; Dutton et al. 2011; Baldry
et al. 2012; Christensen et al. 2014; Furlong et al. 2015;
Crain et al. 2015). The morphologies that are determined
by photometric analyses are governed by the growth and
evolution of stellar populations and their distribution within
galaxies. Reproducing the observed size-luminosity relation
of galaxies within hydrodynamical simulations requires ade-
quate numerical resolution and a broad physical model that
includes key physical processes: stellar and gas kinematics;
gas-cooling; star formation, feedback, and quenching; stel-
lar population synthesis and evolution; black hole feedback,
and the influence of galaxy interactions and merging on these
? E-mail: connor.bottrell@gmail.com
† Hubble Fellow
processes (Brooks et al. 2011; Christensen et al. 2014; Fur-
long et al. 2015; Crain et al. 2015). The similarities and
differences between the size-luminosity relations of the sim-
ulated and observed galaxies reflect the successes and trap-
pings of the models employed by the simulations.
The sizes of galaxies in hydrodynamical simulations
have only recently demonstrated consistency with observa-
tions. In particular, the formation of realistic disc galaxies in
earlier generations of simulations was recognized as a signif-
icant challenge within a framework of hierarchical assembly
(e.g., Navarro et al. 1995; Navarro & Steinmetz 1997). Sim-
ulated discs were too centrally concentrated, too small, and
rotated too quickly at fixed luminosity. The resulting Tully-
Fisher relations and disc angular momenta in early disc-
formation experiments yielded stark contrasts with observa-
tions (e.g., Steinmetz & Navarro 1999; Navarro & Steinmetz
2000; Eke et al. 2001; Abadi et al. 2003; Governato et al.
2004; Piontek & Steinmetz 2009; review by Brooks 2010; also
see comparison of various hydrodynamical codes by Scanna-
pieco et al. 2012). The inclusion of energetic feedback has
been shown to mitigate the differences between simulated
c© 2016 The Authors
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and observed discs by preventing overcooling of gas, run-
away star formation at early times, and angular momentum
deficiency in simulated disc galaxies (e.g., Sales et al. 2010;
Brook et al. 2011, 2012a). High-resolution hydrodynamical
simulations that include efficient feedback have yielded more
reasonable disc sizes in small galaxy samples and for targeted
mass ranges (Governato et al. 2004; Okamoto et al. 2005;
Sales et al. 2010; Brook et al. 2012b; McCarthy et al. 2012a;
Munshi et al. 2013; Aumer et al. 2013; Hopkins et al. 2014;
Marinacci et al. 2014). However, reproducing the size-mass
and size-luminosity relations for galaxy populations remains
challenging in cosmological simulations. The size-mass and
size-luminosity relations of galaxies depend sensitively on
stellar mass and luminosity functions, the M? − Mhalo re-
lations, and feedback models – which must all be accurate
to reproduce observed galaxy sizes (Scannapieco et al. 2012;
Crain et al. 2015).
Galaxy sizes in statistically meaningful samples from
hydrodynamical simulations and their dependencies on sub-
grid models for star-formation and energetic feedback have
been studied in several recent works (e.g., OWLS z = 2:
Sales et al. 2010; OWLS z = 0: McCarthy et al. 2012b;
GIMIC z = 0: Crain et al. 2009). The sub-grid feedback
parameters generally have large uncertainties and are often
calibrated to reproduce global scaling relations for galaxy
populations at specific epochs (e.g., see Genel et al. 2014).
In the Illustris simulation, the parameters for the efficiency
of energetic feedback are calibrated to roughly reproduce the
history of cosmic star-formation rate density and the z = 0
stellar mass function (Vogelsberger et al. 2013). However,
the evolution of these relations are predictions of the simula-
tion. Snyder et al. (2015) performed an image-based compar-
ison using non-parametric morphologies derived from mock
Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) observations of galaxies
from the Illustris simulation (Torrey et al. 2015, T15) to
show that galaxies in Illustris were roughly twice the size of
observed galaxies for the same stellar masses at z = 0. In the
EAGLE simulation (Schaye et al. 2015), the feedback effi-
ciency parameters were calibrated to reproduce the galactic
stellar mass function and the sizes of discs at z = 0 and the
observed relation between stellar mass and black-hole mass
(Crain et al. 2015). EAGLE has been shown to successfully
reproduce the evolution of passive and star-forming galaxy
sizes out to z = 2 using inferred scalings between physical
and photometric properties (Furlong et al. 2015). Compar-
ison of the predictions from large-volume and high-fidelity
hydrodynamical simulations such as Illustris and EAGLE to
observations enables improved constraints on the sub-grid
physics that govern galaxy sizes. However, it is important
that such comparisons be made in a fair way by deriving the
properties of galaxies consistently in observations and sim-
ulations. Realistic mock observations of simulated galaxies
make it possible to perform a direct, image-based compari-
son between models and real data.
Creating mock observations of simulated galaxies is the
most direct way to consistently derive galaxy properties for
comparisons with observations – as the same analysis tools
can be used to derive the photometric and structural prop-
erties of each. Mock observations of galaxies from hydro-
dynamical simulations have been successful in reproducing
observed trends for targeted morphologies – but have been
limited to small samples of galaxies. Brooks et al. (2011)
(see also Agertz et al. 2011) used high-resolution zoom-in
hydrodynamical cosmological simulations and dust-inclusive
radiative transfer to produce mock observations of a sam-
ple of eight disc galaxies. Bulge+disc decompositions of the
surface-brightness profiles were performed on B−band im-
ages to estimate the disc scale-length, rd (or often, h, in
the literature) and magnitudes of the bulge and disc compo-
nents. The size-luminosity relation of the discs agreed well
with observed discs at redshifts z = 0 and z = 1 (van Zee
2000; Graham & Worley 2008; MacArthur et al. 2003, 2008;
Miller et al. 2011). In particular, the z = 0 discs were consis-
tent with the size-luminosity relations of the observational
samples within as large of dynamic range in magnitude as
for the observations.
The size-luminosity relation for the bulges within discs
has also been compared with observational constraints us-
ing mock photometry. Christensen et al. (2014) identified
two galaxies with significant bulge components within the
high-resolution disc galaxies simulated by Brooks et al.
(2011). The properties of the bulge components were derived
from H-band photometry using bulge+disc decompositions
– consistently with photometric decompositions of observed
bulges in late-type galaxies and in ellipticals (Fisher & Drory
2010; Fisher et al. 2013). The properties of the bulges iden-
tified in the simulations were in broad agreement with the
size-luminosity relation derived from observations but within
a more narrow magnitude range than previously shown for
the discs and a significantly more limited sample size.
The principal limitations of previous studies aimed at
comparing simulated and observed structural relations in-
clude: (1) small sample sizes; (2) inconsistent derivations
of simulated and observed galaxy properties; (3) incomplete
observational realism that biases the distributions of derived
properties of simulated galaxies in comparisons with obser-
vations. Each of these limitations can be addressed using re-
alistic mock-observations of galaxies from large-volume cos-
mological hydrodynamical simulations. The current gener-
ation of large-volume hydrodynamical simulations contain
sizeable populations of galaxies which can be used to com-
pare the distributions of galaxies and their morphologies
on the global size-luminosity relation. Mock observations
of galaxies from these simulations (e.g., Torrey et al. 2015;
Trayford et al. 2015) and observational realism (Snyder et al.
2015; Bottrell et al. 2017) ensure that their derived proper-
ties are affected by the same observational biases as real
galaxies.
In Bottrell et al. (2017) we detailed the design and im-
plementation of a new methodology for performing image-
based comparisons between galaxies from cosmological sim-
ulations and observational galaxy redshift surveys. Our goal
was to remove prior limitations to consistent morphological
comparisons between theory and observations. In addition
to using mock images, we also applied observational real-
ism to these mock images to ensure the same biases were
present in the mock and real data. In the first implementa-
tion of the methodology, we presented catalogs of parametric
bulge+disc decompositions for ∼ 7000 galaxies in the z ∼ 0
Illustris simulation snap shot with SDSS realism and a tech-
nical characterization of the effects of observational biases
on some key parameters. In particular, the catalogs enable
consistent comparisons with the existing bulge+disc decom-
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position catalogs of Simard et al. 2011 (S11) for 1.12 million
galaxies in the SDSS.
The distribution of a population of galaxies on the size-
luminosity plane is governed by the distribution of stellar
populations within the physical components of galaxies. The
size-luminosity relation is therefore well suited to examine
the successes and discrepancies in the structural morpholo-
gies of galaxies from the Illustris simulation using the meth-
ods and catalogs from our previous paper. In this second
paper in a series, we employed our mock and real galaxy
structural parameter catalogs to make the comparison be-
tween Illustris and the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) as
fair as currently possible. A review of our methods and de-
scription of our samples are presented in Section 2. In Sec-
tion 3, we compare size-luminosity luminosity relations of
Illustris and SDSS. In Section 4, we examine the impact of
morphological differences between the observed and simu-
lated galaxy populations on the size-luminosity relations. In
Section 5, we investigate the connection between morphol-
ogy and stellar mass in SDSS and Illustris and compare the
photometric and kinematic bulge-to-total fractions of galax-
ies from the Illustris simulation. We discuss and summarize
our results in Sections 6 and 7, respectively.
2 METHODS
2.1 Illustris simulation
A detailed description of the Illustris simulation can be
found in Vogelsberger et al. (2014a), Vogelsberger et al.
(2014b), and Genel et al. (2014). In this section, we briefly
summarize the Illustris simulation properties that are most
relevant to the creation of the synthetic images and our com-
parison.
Illustris is a cosmological hydrodynamical simulation
that is run in a large cubic periodic volume of side-length
L = 106.5 Mpc. The simulation is run using the moving-
mesh code arepo (Springel 2010) and a broad physical
model that includes a sub-resolution inter-stellar medium
(ISM), star-formation, and associated feedback (Springel &
Hernquist 2003), gas cooling (Katz et al. 1996; Wiersma
et al. 2009a), stellar evolution and enrichment (Wiersma
et al. 2009b), heating and ionization by a UV background
(Faucher-Gigue`re et al. 2008, 2009; McQuinn et al. 2009),
black hole seeding, merging, and active galactic nucleus
(AGN) feedback (Springel et al. 2005; Sijacki & Springel
2006; Sijacki et al. 2007; Hayward et al. 2014). Details of
the physical model employed in Illustris can be found in
Vogelsberger et al. (2013) and Torrey et al. (2014). The vol-
ume contains NDM = 1820
3 dark matter particles (mDM =
6.3 × 106M) and Nbaryon = 18203 gas resolution elements
(mbaryon ≈ 1.3× 106). Stellar particles (M? ≈ 1.3× 106M)
are formed stochastically out of cool, dense gas resolution
elements and inherit the metallicity of the local ISM gas.
Stellar particles then gradually return mass to the ISM to ac-
count for mass-loss from aging stellar populations. The age,
birth mass, and time-dependent current mass are tracked
for each stellar particle within the simulation. The gravita-
tional softening lengths of dark and baryonic particles are
DM = 1420 pc and baryon = 710 pc, respectively. The small-
est gas resolution elements at z = 0 have a typical extent
(fiducial radius) rmincell = 48 pc. Haloes are defined in the Il-
lustris simulation using a Friends-of-Friends (FoF) algorithm
(e.g., Davis et al. 1985) with a linking length of 0.2 times
the mean particle separation to identify bound haloes. In-
dividual galaxies are defined with the subfind halo-finder
(Springel et al. 2001).
The initial conditions for the simulation assume a
ΛCDM model consistent with WMAP-9 measurements
(Hinshaw et al. 2013): ΩM = 0.2726; ΩΛ = 0.7274; Ωb =
0.0456; σ8 = 0.809; ns = 0.963; and H0 = 100h km
s−1Mpc−1 where h = 0.704. Free parameters within the Il-
lustris model were calibrated in smaller simulation volumes
to roughly reproduce the observed galaxy stellar mass func-
tion at z = 0 and star-formation rate density across cosmic
time.
Vogelsberger et al. (2014a), Vogelsberger et al. (2014b),
and Genel et al. (2014) examine the physical properties
of galaxies from Illustris in a comparison with several key
observations. The cosmic star-formation rate density and
galaxy stellar mass functions agree reasonably well with ob-
servations, by construction. Still, Illustris produces slightly
too many galaxies with masses log M?/M < 10 and
log M?/M > 11.5 relative to observations (Bernardi et al.
2013; Moustakas et al. 2013) (though it must be noted that
these observations have significant measurement uncertain-
ties at the high-mass end). The cosmic star-formation rate
density in Illustris, while accurately reproducing the ob-
served trend between z ∼ 1 − 10 (Behroozi et al. 2013;
Ellis et al. 2013; Oesch et al. 2013), is also slightly too
large at z = 0 – corresponding to larger fractions of star-
forming/blue galaxies for stellar masses log M?/M < 10.5
(Bluck et al. 2016). Nonetheless, the global passive/red and
star-forming/blue fractions for galaxies with log M?/M > 9
at z = 0 agrees reasonably well with observations (though
colours become less accurate within specific stellar mass do-
mains).
The Illustris r-band galaxy luminosity function at z = 0
also reasonably agrees with local observations from the SDSS
for Mr ∼ −15 to −24 (Bernardi et al. 2013) as shown by Vo-
gelsberger et al. (2014a). Visualization of galaxies with over
105 stellar particles, log M?/M & 11, demonstrates that
Illustris produces diverse morphological structures includ-
ing populations of star-forming blue discs and passive red
bulge-dominated galaxies. Kinematic bulge-to-total stellar
mass fractions of these well-resolved galaxies were used to
demonstrate that Illustris accurately describes the transi-
tion from late- to early-types as a function of total stellar
mass – finding reasonable agreement with observational pho-
tometric morphological classifications presented in Conselice
(2006). Vogelsberger et al. (2014a) cautions that the mor-
phological comparison should not be over-interpreted be-
cause the morphologies from Illustris were classified phys-
ically, where the observed morphologies were classified vi-
sually. On the other hand, the methodology used in this
paper is particularly well-suited to perform a consistent and
detailed comparison of galaxy morphologies using the same
classification methods.
Detailed comparisons between Illustris and the observed
galaxy scaling relations can be found in Vogelsberger et al.
(2014a) and Genel et al. (2014), which specifically exam-
ine the galaxy luminosity functions, stellar mass functions,
star formation main sequence, Tully-Fisher relations, stellar-
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age stellar-mass relations, among others. Those papers show
that Illustris broadly reproduces the redshift z = 0 galaxy
luminosity function, the evolving galaxy stellar mass func-
tion, and Tully-Fisher relations better than previous simu-
lations that included less developed feedback models (e.g.,
Navarro & White 1994; Crain et al. 2009; Vogelsberger et al.
2012; Torrey et al. 2014). However, there are some areas
(e.g., the mass-metallicity relation, size-mass relation, or
stellar-age stellar-mass relation) where significant tension re-
mains between simulated and observed results. In this pa-
per, we consider a more stringent test for comparing the
Illustris simulation results against observations by applying
even-handed analysis to synthetic Illustris observations, and
real SDSS images. Our approach is aimed at identifying spe-
cific conflicts with the models and observations that can be
used to refine future generations of galaxy formation models.
2.2 Stellar mocks
We employ mock observations of galaxies from the redshift
z = 0 snapshot of the Illustris simulation taken from the
synthetic image catalog of Torrey et al. 2015 (T15). Each
synthetic image of a galaxy is centred on the galaxy’s grav-
itational potential minimum with field-of-view dimensions
equal to 10 times the stellar half-mass radii rhm? of the
galaxy (i.e., using particles/cells defined by subfind). Stel-
lar particles within the full FoF group are each assigned
a spectral energy distribution (SED) based on their mass,
age, and metallicity values using the starburst99 (SB99)
single-age stellar population SED templates (Leitherer et al.
1999; Va´zquez & Leitherer 2005; Leitherer et al. 2010). The
SEDs assume a Chabrier Initial Mass Function (Chabrier
2003, IMF), as does the Illustris simulation itself. The im-
ages are produced using the sunrise radiative transfer code
(Jonsson 2006; Jonsson et al. 2010) with four viewing an-
gles for each galaxy. The viewing angles are oriented along
the arms of a tetrahedron defined in the coordinates of the
simulation volume (e.g., CAMERA 0 parallel to the posi-
tive z-axis of the simulation volume). Each pinhole camera
is placed 50 Mpc away from the centre of the tetrahedron
– which is positioned at the gravitational potential mini-
mum of the galaxy. The projection of the stellar light from
a galaxy is, therefore, effectively randomly oriented with re-
spect to the galaxy’s rotation axis. The fiducial camera res-
olution is 256 × 256 pixels. 108 photon packets are used in
the Monte Carlo photon propagation scheme. The resulting
mock position-wavelength data cube may then be convolved
with an arbitrary transmission function and have its pixel
resolution degraded to match the desired instrument. T15
confirmed that the number of photons used in the propaga-
tion is sufficient such that the resulting synthetic images are
well converged. Still, T15 warn that caution should be exer-
cised when examining the detailed structure of low-surface
brightness features due to the residual Monte Carlo noise
that can manifest as fluctuations in pixel-to-pixel intensity.
The synthetic images are created without the dust ab-
sorption/emission functionalities of the sunrise code. A
truly comprehensive procedure for creating realistic images
of galaxies from a cosmological simulation that can be com-
pared with observations must include an accurate treatment
of dust. In Section 2.2.3 of Bottrell et al. (2017), we summa-
rize the challenges (detailed in T15) of generating a proper
treatment of dust for synthetic images of galaxies from simu-
lations that do not resolve the complex structure of the inter-
stellar medium on spatial scales required to properly model
the dust distribution ( 1 kpc). Indeed, the challenges ex-
tend beyond numerical convergence for dust-inclusive radia-
tive transfer in sunrise that might be overcome at higher
computational expense for a sub-sample of galaxies. We ac-
knowledge the limitation that the lack of dust presents to our
comparison with observations and reserve treatment of dust
until such a time that the effects and uncertainties associ-
ated with (particular) dust models on the synthetic galaxy
images are resolved. Nonetheless, our current comparisons
will be valuable standards for future comparisons that em-
ploy comprehensive, dust-inclusive radiative transfer to cre-
ate synthetic galaxy images. Indeed, the methodology pre-
sented in T15 was designed to enable seamless integration of
such dust models in the radiative transfer. Owing to the lack
of dust in the synthetic images, we expect our optical lumi-
nosities and sizes to represent upper limits – particularly for
edge-on viewing angles of discs.
The images used in this paper use SB99 SED templates
without nebular emission line contributions or H II region
modelling. T15 examined a model that accounts for the im-
pact of nebular emission and dust obscuration from unre-
solved birth clouds on the emergent SEDs from young stellar
particles. Nebular emission from young stars can contribute
substantially to the flux in certain broad-band filters. T15
accounted for birth cloud emission/obscuration by replac-
ing the SB99 emission of young stellar particles (tage < 10
7
yr) with mappings-III model emission assuming partially
obscured young stellar spectra Groves et al. (2008) with
added contributions from H II regions (Dopita et al. 2005,
2006a,b). T15 found that the spatial distribution of light in
the resulting synthetic images were very similar to those that
did not employ the nebular emission model. Therefore, T15
opted not to include modelling of nebular emission in their
fiducial (public) synthetic images in order to minimize post-
processing uncertainties (as for the dust) while still creating
sufficiently realistic images that comparisons can be drawn
against observations.
A stellar light distribution (SLD) scheme is required
to map discretized stellar particles to continuous light dis-
tributions. We employ the fiducial adaptive 16th nearest-
neighbour SLD scheme from the T15 public release. In Bot-
trell et al. (2017), we showed that estimates of size and lumi-
nosity for most galaxies are largely invariant to the choice of
SLD scheme. However, systematics from internal segmenta-
tion are appreciable for galaxies with stellar half-mass radii
rhm? > 8 kpc and total stellar masses log M?/M < 11
and are not alleviated by any choice of SLD scheme that
were examined in Bottrell et al. (2017). Additionally, large
constant smoothing radii (∼1 kpc) tend to produce galax-
ies with systematically smaller (B/T ) than in the fiducial
scheme. Ultimately, we followed the philosophy of T15 that
no SLD scheme is more physically motivated than another,
and the choice to use the fiducial scheme is motivated largely
by its simplicity.
The synthetic image catalog includes 6891 galaxies with
stellar masses log M?/M > 10 corresponding to a N? & 104
stellar particle number cut. All synthetic images are artifi-
cially redshifted to z = 0.05 and are convolved with SDSS g
and r filters. The raw synthetic images include no observa-
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tional realism or noise apart from some residual Monte Carlo
noise that may manifest in pixel-to-pixel intensity fluctua-
tions for low surface brightness features.
2.3 Observational realism
To enable consistent comparisons with observations, galaxies
from the simulation must be mock observed with the same
realism that affect observations of real galaxies. Building on
previous work (e.g., Snyder et al. 2015), in Bottrell et al.
(2017) we designed an extensive methodology for adding
observational biases to the synthetic images. Our method
is designed to achieve the same statistics for sky brightness,
resolution, and crowding as galaxies in observational cat-
alogs by assigning insertions into real image fields proba-
bilistically based on the observed positional distribution of
galaxies. Specifically, the synthetic images fluxes are con-
volved with the reconstructed point-spread function (PSF),
have Poisson noise added, and are inserted into SDSS g and
r band corrected images following the projected locations of
galaxies from the bulge+disc decomposition catalog of S11.
The realism procedure ensures that the biases on the decom-
position model parameters from resolution, signal-to-noise,
and crowding are statistically consistent for simulated and
real galaxies.
The biases associated with the added realism on struc-
tural measurements are characterized in Bottrell et al.
(2017) and summarized here. The dominant contribution to
error in the measured parameters is internal segmentation in
galaxies with clumps of locally bright features in otherwise
diffuse surface brightness profiles (roughly characterized by
stellar half-mass radii rhm? > 8 kpc and total stellar masses
log M?/M < 11). Internal segmentation in galaxies with lo-
cally bright features occurs because a deblending procedure
is required to separate external sources from the galaxy pho-
tometry. Unrealistic stellar light distributions can lead to
parts of a galaxy-of-interest being confused as an external
source by the deblending. In extreme situations, photometric
analysis may be reduced to a fraction of the original galaxy
surface brightness distribution – leading to large systematic
and random errors in both magnitude and size for partic-
ular galaxies, as well as spurious measurements of (B/T ).
Our analysis showed that some degree of internal segmenta-
tion occurs in roughly 30% of galaxies from Illustris. How-
ever, for galaxies not affected by internal segmentation, we
showed that magnitude and half-light radii were robust to
observational biases. Random errors in (B/T ) were generally
larger for galaxies in which the bulge and disc components
are both appreciable, but is a trend that is qualitatively con-
sistent with decompositions of analytic bulge+disc models
in the SDSS (see Mendel et al. 2014, Appendix B).
2.4 Bulge+disc decompositions
Bulge+disc decompositions were performed on the mock ob-
servations from Illustris with the surface-brightness decom-
position software gim2d (Simard 1998; Simard et al. 2002,
2011). As described in Bottrell et al. (2017), we model ev-
ery realization of a galaxy with a single-component pure
Se´rsic profile (free Se´rsic index, npS) and a two-component
bulge+disc decomposition model with fixed bulge Se´rsic in-
dex, nb = 4, and exponential disc, nd = 1, profiles. We focus
on the bulge+disc decomposition results in this paper. The
following catalogs were defined by Bottrell et al. (2017) and
are used again in this paper:
DISTINCT catalog: A single bulge+disc decomposition
for all galaxies and each of four camera angles (∼ 28, 000
decompositions). Each camera angle incarnation of a galaxy
is inserted into the SDSS following Section 2.3. Decomposi-
tions from the DISTINCT catalog are employed in our com-
parisons between mock-observed and real galaxies.
ASKA catalog: Multiple decompositions of a representa-
tive Illustris galaxy (RIG) sample of 100 galaxies that uni-
formly sample the stellar half-mass radius and total stellar
mass distribution of Illustris galaxies from T15. Selection of
the RIG sample is described in Bottrell et al. (2017). Each
RIG is inserted into roughly 100 SDSS sky areas following
2.3 and all four camera angle incarnations of a galaxy are
fitted at each location (leading to ∼ 40, 000 decompositions
in the ASKA catalog). The ASKA catalog enables measurement
of collective uncertainties from biases such as resolution, sky
brightness, and crowding on median measurements from the
distributions of structural parameters.
2.5 Selection of an SDSS comparison sample
The catalog of 1.12 million quantitative morphologies of
galaxies from the SDSS by S11 represents a reservoir from
which we can draw populations of galaxies for comparisons
to the simulated galaxies in the DISTINCT catalog. We com-
pare our results with the nb = 4, nd = 1 bulge+disc de-
composition results from the S11 catalogs. However, several
important criteria must be met for the comparison to be
fair. While the design of the DISTINCT catalog ensured that
biases from crowding, resolution, and sky were consistent
between mock and real galaxies, we recall that all of our
galaxies are inserted into the SDSS at redshift z = 0.05.
One observational bias that we have therefore not explored
is the robustness of our parameter estimates with the surface
brightness degradation as a function of redshift. A criterion
of the SDSS control sample that is consequently necessary is
that the control galaxies are confined to some thin redshift
range around z = 0.05 so that any biases that arise from
surface brightness improvements or degradation do not en-
ter into the comparison. Such a criterion for the redshift of a
galaxy further requires that the estimate of the redshift is ac-
curate – which requires the additional criterion that galaxies
must have spectroscopically measured redshifts. We there-
fore impose the following criteria on the S11 catalog:
(1) Galaxies are selected from the Spectroscopic Sample
of the SDSS DR7 Legacy Survey (∼ 660, 000 galaxies)
(2) Galaxies are confined to the volume corresponding to
the spectroscopic redshift range 0.04 < z < 0.06 (∼ 68, 000
galaxies)
Biases from volume incompleteness in the samples of
simulated and real galaxies are removed by sampling the
galaxies in the DISTINCT catalog to match the normalized
stellar mass distribution of the SDSS over 0.04 < z < 0.06
with a lower mass cutoff of log M?/M > 10. The latter cri-
terion is imposed because it is the stellar mass lower limit
of Illustris galaxies for which there are synthetic images
(Torrey et al. 2015). The SDSS stellar masses are derived
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from combined surface brightness profile model estimates
and SED template fitting by Mendel et al. (2014). Galaxies
are drawn with replacement from the 28,000 galaxies in the
DISTINCT catalog using a Monte Carlo accept-reject scheme
to match the stellar mass distribution of the SDSS sam-
ple. The stellar masses for Illustris galaxies are computed
from the sum of stellar particle masses that belong to a
galaxy as identified by subfind. The differing methodolo-
gies for computing the stellar masses may introduce biases in
the stellar mass matching (Mitchell et al. 2013; Micha lowski
et al. 2014; Hayward & Smith 2015). T15 showed that pho-
tometric masses derived from the synthetic galaxy SEDs
from Illustris were broadly similar to the idealized subfind
masses from the simulation (with some systematics identi-
fied therein). However, to obtain stellar mass estimates for
simulated galaxies with synthetic photometry that have the
same inherent biases and uncertainties as the observationally
derived masses would require dust-inclusive radiative trans-
fer – which first requires an accurate model for dust. There-
fore, we acknowledge that comparing the photometrically-
derived observed galaxy masses with the subfind masses
of simulated galaxies may bias components of our analy-
sis that depend on stellar mass matching. The exact role
of the mass matching biases may be characterized using fu-
ture high-resolution simulations that are better equipped to
generate dust-inclusive synthetic photometry.
3 GALAXY SIZE-LUMINOSITY RELATIONS
The left panel of Figure 1 shows the distributions of Illustris
(red, filled contours) and SDSS (blue contours) in the plane
of r−band half-light radius (as measured through circular
aperture curve of growth photometry) and absolute r−band
magnitude from the bulge+disc decompositions. The lumi-
nosities in each sample span roughly 4 magnitudes – except
for a low-luminosity tail in Illustris at the 99th percentile.
However, the Illustris luminosities are brighter by roughly
0.7 magnitudes (factor of 2) on average. The left panel of Fig-
ure 1 also demonstrates a discrepancy in sizes between the
distributions of Illustris and SDSS galaxies. Galaxies with
high luminosities, Mr . −21.5, are systematically larger
in Illustris than galaxies observed in the real universe by
roughly +0.4 dex (or a factor of 2 larger, consistent with
Snyder et al. 2015). There is also a discrepancy in the corre-
lation between size and luminosity for Illustris galaxies with
respect to the SDSS for the same stellar masses. The slope
of the global size-luminosity relation for galaxies in Illustris
is significantly shallower than for galaxies in the SDSS – im-
plying a weaker relationship between galaxy size and stellar
mass in Illustris.
The large offset in magnitude between Illustris and the
SDSS in Figure 1 occurs despite the known systematics from
internal segmentation in an appreciable fraction of galaxies
in the DISTINCT catalog (Bottrell et al. 2017). Roughly 30%
of galaxies in Illustris are affected by internal segmentation
to some degree. The effect of internal segmentation on mea-
sured fluxes and sizes can be significant – with reductions
in total flux by up to a factor of six (Bottrell et al. 2017).
However, the offset in magnitude that is seen in Figure 1 for
size-luminosity distributions of Illustris relative to the SDSS
galaxies is negative – opposite to the positive magnitude
bias from internal segmentation. Indeed, the systematically
larger magnitude estimates from internally segmented galax-
ies seem only to broaden the high-magnitude tail of the 99%
contour for Illustris galaxies.
The right panel of Figure 1 shows that replacing the
decomposition results with galaxy properties derived di-
rectly from the synthetic images, Mr,synth and rhlr,synth, af-
fects only the sizes and fluxes at low-luminosities, Mr,b+d &
−20.5, and removes the low-luminosity outliers from Illus-
tris. Ultimately, replacing the decomposition results with the
synthetic image properties in the left panel of Figure 1 gener-
ates an Illustris size-luminosity relation that is shifted by an
additional 0.2 magnitudes brighter with respect to the SDSS
and no particular improvement to agreement in slope with
SDSS. The biases from internal segmentation are therefore
insufficient to explain the discrepant offset in magnitude and
difference in slope in the size-luminosity relations of Illustris
and the SDSS. Although informative on the effect of inter-
nal segmentation, it should be noted that the comparison in
the right panel of Figure 1 is biased. The quantities for the
SDSS galaxies are derived from the decomposition models,
while for the Illustris galaxies they are derived directly from
the synthetic images. The differences in the Illustris size-
luminosity distributions in the left and right panels cannot
strictly be interpreted as arising from internal segmentation
alone. However, in Bottrell et al. (2017), we characterized
the biases on half-light radii and magnitudes from various
sources – showing that in the absence of internal segmen-
tation, half-light radii and magnitudes that are computed
from the models and from the synthetic images are broadly
consistent.
Our dust-free synthetic images do not permit a char-
acterization of the effects of dust in the differences in the
size-luminosity distributions. The systematics from dust on
model parameters for the bulge and disc differ – compli-
cating speculative arguments on how exactly global galaxy
properties should be affected. In general, however, the op-
tical luminosities shown here for Illustris should represent
upper limits to the luminosities of a dusty galaxy population
– which is consistent with the shift to brighter magnitudes
in Illustris. In Section 6.1, we discuss the role of dust in the
context of bulge+disc decompositions of dusty galaxies and
in our dust-free analysis.
4 IMPACT OF BULGE AND DISC
MORPHOLOGIES
4.1 Morphological dependence of the
size-luminosity relation
Observational studies by Courteau et al. (2007) and Fisher &
Drory (2010) confirm differences between the size-luminosity
relations of visually classified late-type and early-type galax-
ies. Discs are generally larger than bulges and samples that
contain galaxies with dominant disc components are offset
on the size-luminosity plane from samples of galaxies con-
taining dominant bulges at fixed luminosity. The disc rela-
tion is also shallower and has more scatter than the size-
luminosity relations of bulge-dominated galaxies.
Fisher & Drory (2010) also performed a comparison
of the size-luminosity relations for observed classical and
MNRAS 000, 1–19 (2016)
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Figure 1. (Left): The size-luminosity relations of the SDSS (blues) and Illustris (reds, filled) in samples matched by stellar mass. Illustris
galaxy properties are taken from the DISTINCT catalog. Contour levels show the 50th, 67th, 75th, 86th, 95th and 99th percentiles for the
size-luminosity distributions of Illustris and SDSS galaxies defined by r-band b + d absolute magnitude and circular half-light radius in
rest-frame physical coordinates. Illustris and SDSS each span roughly 4 magnitudes in luminosity, but galaxies in Illustris are intrinsically
brighter and larger. The scaling between size and luminosity is also shallower for galaxies from Illustris – leading to a stark contrast of
size estimates at the low-luminosity end of the distributions. (Right): Same as the left panel but using properties Mr,synth and rhlr,synth
computed directly from the flux in the synthetic images. The distribution for Illustris galaxies is shifted by roughly 0.2 magnitudes
brighter than in Figure 1 due to the removal of bias from internal segmentation. Stellar masses for the SDSS galaxies are taken from the
catalog of Mendel et al. (2014). 105 Illustris galaxies are sampled with replacement to match the stellar mass distribution of the 34,700
galaxies in SDSS with log M?/M > 10 and are within 0.04 < z < 0.06.
pseudo-bulges – finding that the size-luminosity relation of
classical bulges is the same as for ellipticals. Pseudo-bulges,
which are sometimes classified by Se´rsic index, n . 2, have a
steeper slope than classical bulges and ellipticals on the size-
luminosity relation but significantly greater scatter (Gadotti
2009). The discrepancy between pseudo-bulges and classical
bulges is expected as pseudo-bulges are believed to have a
different formation mechanism and to be structurally dif-
ferent from classical bulges (e.g., Kormendy & Kennicutt
2004, and references therein). Classification of bulges into
pseudo-bulges and classical bulges using Se´rsic index is gen-
erally imperfect (Graham 2013), but can be considered as
an approximation (Fisher & Drory 2008). Many bulges with
n < 2 follow the tight size-luminosity relation for classical
bulges and, conversely, some bulges that are offset from this
relation have Se´rsic indices that are consistent with the dis-
tribution of classical bulges (Gadotti 2009; Graham 2013).
Our analysis does not discern between classical and
pseudo-bulges – as our bulge+disc decompositions use a
bulge component with fixed Se´rsic index, n = 4. However,
our analysis of the simulated and observed galaxy popula-
tions is internally consistent. If pseudo-bulges in the simu-
lations are equally represented and structurally similar to
observed pseudo-bulges, then their effect on the distribu-
tion of structural parameters will be the same. Therefore,
while the structural estimates for pseudo-bulge properties
may be inaccurate in our bulge+disc decompositions, any
discrepancies between the distributions of bulge properties
between the simulations and observations will be sourced by
true structural differences of these components.
The presence and growth of a stellar bulge component
in galaxy morphologies is strongly linked to many key pro-
cesses of galaxy formation theory. The photometric bulge-
to-total fractions obtained in the structural decompositions
of galaxies provide estimates of the relative contribution of
the bulge to their structure. The importance of bulges in
various scaling relations including size-luminosity, the bulge-
to-total fractions are well-suited to identify the morpholog-
ical differences between Illustris and the SDSS. In this sec-
tion, the observed size-luminosity relations of late-type (disc-
dominated) and early-type (spheroid- or bulge-dominated)
are examined to provide context for a morphological com-
parison using the photometric bulge-to-total fraction and
total stellar mass.
4.2 Bulge and disc fractions in Illustris and the
SDSS
The distinct size-luminosity relations of bulge and disk dom-
inated galaxies is obvious in the SDSS sample, when popu-
lations are separated either by visual morphology, or quan-
titative bulge fractions. Figure 2 shows the size-luminosity
relation of the visual classification sample of Nair & Abra-
ham (2010) using the half-light radii rhlg,B+D and absolute
g−band magnitudes Mg,B+D from the bulge+disc decompo-
sitions of Simard et al. (2011). The left panel of Figure 2
shows that roughly splitting the full sample into late- and
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Figure 2. Size-luminosity relations of SDSS galaxies classified by visual and quantitative morphologies. Background shading in each
panel shows the full distribution of 12,297 galaxies with −18 < Mg < −23 taken from the visual classification sample of Nair & Abraham
(2010) with magnitudes and half-light radii adopted from the bulge+disc decomposition catalog of Simard et al. (2011). The left panel
shows the size-luminosity relations for visually classified late- and early-type galaxies. Late-types (green) are selected with Hubble Type
T ≥ 1 which roughly includes S(a,b,c,d) and Irregular galaxies. Early types (orange) are selected with T ≤ −1 which roughly includes
(c)E and S0 galaxies. The right panel shows the same sample of galaxies but split into disc-dominated (B/T ) ≤ 0.4 and bulge-dominated
(B/T ) ≥ 0.6 systems using our quantitative morphologies. Contours show the 50th, 75th, and 95th percentiles in each classification
group. The slope and scatter in the size-luminosity relations of late- and early-type galaxies are remarkably consistent between visual
and quantitative splitting of the sample.
early-types by Hubble T -type generates two distinct size-
luminosity relations in slope and scatter. The result agrees
well with other analyses of morphology dependence in the
size-luminosity relations of galaxies (e.g., Courteau et al.
2007; Blanton & Moustakas 2009). The right panel of Fig-
ure 2 demonstrates that the morphological dependence of
the galaxy size-luminosity relation is also seen when bulge-
to-total fractions are used as a galaxy morphology indicator.
The slope, scatter, and normalization of the size-luminosity
relations of bulge- and disc-dominated systems separated
by visual classification are almost exactly reproduced using
bulge-to-total ratios from the quantitative bulge+disc de-
compositions. Therefore, (B/T ) estimates may enable sen-
sitive investigation into the morphological differences be-
tween galaxies in the SDSS and Illustris that drive their
size-luminosity relations.
Figure 3 shows the size-luminosity relations of Illustris
and the SDSS classified morphologically by (B/T )r using the
same samples as for Figure 1. The Illustris size-luminosity
relations demonstrate qualitatively similar changes with
(B/T ) morphology as seen for the SDSS galaxies: the slope
of the size-luminosity relation increases in higher (B/T ) clas-
sification groups and the normalization similarly decreases.
However, though qualitatively similar, they are quantita-
tively distinct. Galaxies in Illustris have higher normaliza-
tions and shallower slopes across all (B/T ) classifications.
Indeed, the fractions in each (B/T ) classification are also
indicated – forecasting a discrepancy in the morphological
distributions of Illustris and the SDSS.
Given that morphology is clearly critical in driving the
normalization, slope, and scatter of the size luminosity rela-
tion, it is germane to compare the (B/T ) distributions of the
SDSS and Illustris samples. Figure 4 shows the distribution
of r-band photometric (B/T ) as a function of total stel-
lar mass in the SDSS (left panel) and Illustris (right panel)
taken from the DISTINCT catalog. The samples are the same
as for Figure 1 which were matched in stellar mass. Figure 4
shows that the SDSS has a diversity of morphological pop-
ulations including bulge-dominated, disc-dominated, and a
large number of composite galaxies within this mass dis-
tribution. The diversity is not shared by Illustris – which
is lacking in bulge dominated galaxies, particularly at low
masses. Only for stellar masses log M?/M & 10.6 do galax-
ies with significant bulge components become more com-
mon – indicating a stronger correlation between bulge frac-
tion and total stellar mass within Illustris than exists in the
observations. The right marginal for the Illustris distribu-
tion shows that roughly 72% of galaxies in Illustris have
(B/T )r < 0.05, a fraction which rapidly declines for larger
photometric bulge fractions (less than 1% of galaxies in the
Illustris sample have (B/T )r > 0.6).
The difference in morphological distributions between
Illustris and SDSS shown in Figure 4 has an obvious impli-
cation for a comparison of their size luminosity relations. Il-
lustris contains a much larger disc population than the SDSS
for the sample matched by total stellar mass to the distri-
bution of spectroscopic SDSS galaxies in 0.04 < z < 0.06.
Figure 2 showed that disc-dominated galaxies are elevated
in the size-luminosity relation and have a shallower slope
than early-types. The SDSS size-luminosity distribution in
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Figure 3. Size-luminosity relations of Illustris (reds, upper panels) and the SDSS (blues, lower panels) for the mass matched galaxy
samples from Figure 1 with (B/T ) morphology classification (as before, NIllustris = 10
5, NSDSS =34,700). Illustris galaxy properties
are taken from the DISTINCT catalog. Contour levels show the 50th, 67th, 75th, 86th, 95th and 99th percentiles. In each row, panels are
separated by (B/T ) classification – indicated at the top left of each panel along with fraction of galaxies in each (B/T ) division compared
to the whole. At the lower right of each panel, the slope and normalization of a linear fit to the distribution is also shown (black solid
lines for Illustris, dashed for the SDSS). The best-fitting relation for SDSS in each (B/T ) interval is also plotted in the corresponding
upper panel for visual impression.
the comparison with Illustris in Figure 1 is analogous to the
background distributions for SDSS from Figure 2 – show-
ing the contributions of bulge- and disc-dominated galax-
ies to the relations. The galaxy size-luminosity relation for
the SDSS is broadened vertically at low luminosities and
has bent contours because it contains populations of discs,
bulges, and composite systems. The bulges in SDSS weight
the distribution to more compact half-light radii at low lumi-
nosities, as shown in Figure 2. However, Illustris is deficient
of bulges at low stellar masses (luminosities). Therefore,
there is no downward weight from bulge-dominated galaxies
at the low-luminosity end of Illustris to bring the slope and
scatter of the galaxy size-luminosity relation into agreement
with the SDSS.
The impact of morphological differences between the
SDSS and Illustris on the size-luminosity relation can be de-
termined by matching samples in both total stellar mass and
bulge-to-total ratio. If the infrequency of bulge-dominated
morphologies at low stellar masses in Illustris is responsible
for the discrepancy in the size-luminosity relations of Illus-
tris and the SDSS, then matching the SDSS morphologies
(which are more diverse) and stellar masses to the Illustris
galaxies from Figure 1 should bring the size-luminosity re-
lations into better agreement.1
1 Note that matching in the other direction does not work for
SDSS galaxies in 0.04 < z < 0.06. Illustris contains too few galax-
ies with high (B/T ) to be matched to the much larger population
of bulges in the SDSS at these masses. In order to maintain the
same stellar mass distributions as in our previous comparisons,
we match galaxies one-to-one from the SDSS by stellar mass and
Figure 5 shows the size-luminosity relations for the
SDSS and Illustris for samples now matched in both stellar
mass and bulge-to-total fraction. The scaling and normaliza-
tion between size and luminosity in Figure 5 for Illustris and
SDSS galaxies is brought into greater agreement by the mor-
phology matching. At low luminosities, the large discrepancy
in galaxy sizes at fixed luminosity from Figure 1 is largely re-
moved. The improved agreement at low-luminosities is con-
sistent with a deficit in bulges in Illustris relative to galaxies
in the SDSS – as seen in Figure 4. Matching samples by mor-
phology largely removes the bulge-dominated systems in the
SDSS – effectively leaving the size-luminosity relation of the
discs. Still, the remaining disagreement indicates that, while
the bulge deficit in Illustris may play a significant role in
driving contrast with the SDSS size-luminosity relation, the
morphology matching alone cannot provide a complete ex-
planation for the differences in the size-luminosity relations
of SDSS and Illustris.
The remaining disagreement in the average sizes and lu-
minosities of the mass-morphology matched samples could
be due the lack of dust in the synthetic images. Dust cor-
rections in synthetic images of galaxies have recently been
considered for galaxies in the EAGLE simulation (Trayford
et al. 2015). Proper treatment and inclusion of dust effects
might yield greater consistency in the observational realism
of mock observations of galaxies.
(B/T ) to the sample of Illustris galaxies from Figures 1 and 4
that are matched to the distribution of stellar masses in SDSS in
0.04 < z < 0.06.
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Figure 4. The distributions of galaxy bulge-to-total fractions in mass-matched galaxy samples of the SDSS (left panel, NSDSS =34,700)
and Illustris (right panel, NIllustris = 10
5) as a function of total stellar mass. The galaxies shown here are the same ones as in Figure 1.
Illustris galaxy properties are taken from the DISTINCT catalog. Stellar masses for SDSS galaxies are taken from Mendel et al. (2014) and
are the same masses used in the matching of the samples. The upper marginals show the stellar mass distributions in each sample and
demonstrate their consistency. The right marginals show the distributions of photometric bulge-to-total fractions, (B/T )r. The central
panels show the 2-dimensional distribution of total stellar mass and photometric B/T on a logarithmic colourmap shown at along the
lower right of the main panels. Coloured lines show the 50% (solid), 68% (dashed), and 86% (dotted) contours of the distribution. The
observations from the SDSS contains diverse morphologies classified by B/T including galaxies dominated by both discs and bulges as
well as a population of composite systems. Illustris galaxies are bereft of bulges in the corresponding mass-matched sample.
5 THE DEFICIT OF BULGES IN LOW MASS
ILLUSTRIS GALAXIES
The results from the previous section demand further in-
vestigation into the lack of bulge-dominated galaxies in Il-
lustris as determined by gim2d decompositions. The result
contrasts with past problems in hydrodynamical simulations
– in which the physical parameters of galaxies indicated that
they were too bulge-dominated (Navarro & White 1994;
Katz & Gunn 1991; Scannapieco et al. 2012). The ques-
tion is whether (a) photometric bulges (photo-bulges), as
identified by gim2d, systematically do not exist in Illus-
tris; or (b) photo-bulges only do not strongly appear in the
mass-matched sample that was used to examine the size-
luminosity relation; or (c) true kinematic bulges are just
not well extracted by gim2d. However, in the mass matched
sample to 0.04 < z < 0.06 of the SDSS, galaxies at the high
mass end (log M?/M & 11) of the z = 0 stellar mass func-
tion of Illustris are not represented – despite the larger cos-
mic volume in the observed sample.2 It is possible that the
2 There are a number of reasons for the larger number of high-
mass galaxies in Illustris relative to the SDSS volume to which
we performed the matching. One possible reason is that Illus-
tris slightly over-predicts the redshift z = 0 stellar mass function
(SMF) at the high-mass end (Genel et al. 2014). Further biases
could arise in the analysis of galaxies at the centres of rich clus-
higher-mass galaxies have significant bulge components and
are being missed in our analysis due to the standard of con-
sistency we aim to achieve by matching in mass and redshift.
Examination of the bulge fractions at higher masses in Il-
lustris and comparisons with observations will yield insights
on the discrepancy between the morphological dependence
on stellar mass in Illustris and the SDSS.
In this section, the relationships between morphologi-
cal (B/T ) fractions and stellar mass in the full populations
of Illustris and SDSS are examined to provide insight on
the deficit of bulges at low stellar mass in Illustris seen in
the previous section. We argue possible scenarios that cause
the discrepancies with observations. A comparison of the
kinematically defined stellar bulge-to-total fraction in the
simulation with the photometric fraction is also performed
to examine the consistency between the information taken
from the stellar orbits and stellar light.
ters – which may provide discrepant stellar mass estimates with
respect to the known masses from the simulations. A dedicated
study of the systematics on photometric stellar mass estimates
for all morphologies is required to fully understand the biases in
the mass matching.
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Figure 5. SDSS galaxies resampled to match the stellar mass and
(B/T ) morphology distributions of the Illustris galaxies from the
left panel of Figure 1 (NIllustris = 10
5, NSDSS = 10
5). Inset in
the figure are histograms of (B/T )r for Illustris (red, hatched)
and SDSS (blue, hatched opposite, offset for visual impression).
Matching by morphologies significantly improves the agreement
between the size-luminosity distributions.
5.1 Morphological dependence on stellar mass
Galaxies in Illustris contain bulges – albeit few at low stel-
lar masses. Figure 6 shows the distribution of bulge-to-total
fractions in the SDSS and Illustris with matching to the
stellar mass distribution of Illustris galaxies from the DIS-
TINCT catalog. We mitigate statistical biases by matching
each galaxy from the DISTINCT catalog by stellar mass to
the 15 nearest-mass neighbours in the SDSS z < 0.2 control
pool. We select from the z < 0.2 SDSS volume to access
galaxies that can be matched to the high-mass end of the
Illustris stellar mass distribution – for which there are too
few in 0.04 < z < 0.06. Taking galaxies from z < 0.2 of
SDSS will mean that spatial resolution biases are not con-
trolled in this comparison – though it is apparent that the
SDSS distribution does not differ substantially from Figure
4. The right panel of Figure 6 shows that there is a stronger
relationship between (B/T ) and stellar mass in Illustris. At
stellar masses log M?/M > 11 there appears to be a signif-
icantly more visible correlation between (B/T ) and stellar
mass in Illustris than in SDSS – where all disc, bulge, and
composite morphologies are more evenly distributed as a
function of stellar mass.
In Figure 6, over 80% of Illustris galaxies are completely
disc-dominated at log M?/M < 10.5. At slightly higher
masses, 10.5 < log M?/M < 11, the SDSS have fewer disc-
dominated systems and more composites, but Illustris still
contains ∼ 50% discs with (B/T ) < 0.05 and few compos-
ites or bulge-dominated systems. The distributions become
more similar in 11 < log M?/M < 11.5. Illustris contains
an appreciable number galaxies with higher bulge fractions
in 11 < log M?/M < 11.5 which is similar to the observa-
tions.
Figure 6 demonstrates that although both simulated
and real galaxies have a (B/T )-stellar mass dependence,
there is a stronger correlation between photometric bulge-to-
total ratio and total stellar mass in Illustris than in observed
galaxies from the SDSS. Galaxies in the SDSS have diverse
morphologies within each mass division – whereas (B/T )
morphologies in galaxies from Illustris are strongly depen-
dent on total stellar mass. Both populations share the trend
that bulges become more frequent at higher stellar masses,
but the dependence is stronger in Illustris. We now discuss
possible biases that may explain these differences.
5.2 Impact of stellar particle
resolution/smoothing
Accurate photometry for the inner region of the surface
brightness distribution of a galaxy is essential for interpret-
ing the bulge component (Graham & Worley 2008; Gadotti
et al. 2010). In Bottrell et al. (2017), we showed that the
choice of stellar light distribution (SLD) scheme did not bias
the global properties of the galaxy such as total integrated
magnitude and half-light radius, but could strongly bias
the structural parameter (B/T ). We showed that broader
smoothing kernels (such as the constant 1 kpc kernel relative
to the N = 16 nearest-neighbour kernel) artificially limit the
spatial resolution in the inner regions of galaxies. Broad, con-
stant smoothing kernels reduced concentration of flux from
the central regions of the galaxy and systematically reduced
estimates of (B/T ) systematically (to zero in many cases,
even for galaxies with (B/T ) as large as 0.6 in the fiducial
scheme). While it is possible that the fiducial SLD scheme
may be biasing (B/T ) towards smaller bulge fractions in
our decompositions, that leads to the notion that there is
a “correct” SLD scheme for the particle mass resolution of
Illustris (and the particle resolution of any hydrodynamical
simulation). Some SLD schemes will give a better physical
representation than others. But ultimately, the upper limit
to the spatial resolution that is accessible through any SLD
scheme is set by the stellar particle mass/spatial resolution
in the simulation.
The choice of the N16 nearest-neighbour smoothing as
the fiducial model was motivated by simplicity (Torrey et al.
2015). However, the comparisons of SLD schemes with nar-
rower and broader smoothing kernels and their effects on
the measured (B/T ) are qualitatively analogous to a com-
parisons using higher and lower stellar particle resolution,
respectively. Higher particle mass resolutions (lower total
stellar mass/particle) tend to reduce the typical spatial sep-
aration between stellar particles in galaxies produced in hy-
drodynamical simulations and effectively increase the spa-
tial resolution (at least when using adaptive SLD schemes).
Figure 6 showed that the majority of high mass systems
(log M?/M & 11) in Illustris (that contain larger numbers
of particles) have bulges and that low mass galaxies largely
do not. The spatial distribution of particles determines the
surface brightness distribution of a simulated galaxy. Larger
numbers of particles reduce the smoothing radii in our fidu-
cial SLD scheme and generally improve the spatial resolution
of a galaxy surface brightness distribution. Improvements to
the spatial resolution in the bulge surface brightness distri-
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Figure 6. SDSS (left panel) and Illustris (right panel) r−band bulge-to-total fraction distributions in samples matched to the stellar mass
distribution of Illustris galaxies in the DISTINCT catalog. Each galaxy in the DISTINCT catalog is matched by stellar mass to 15 controls
from the SDSS spectroscopic galaxy sample where log M?/M > 10 and z < 0.2. Unlike Figure 4, galaxies of all stellar masses from
Illustris are represented in this comparison to show the stellar mass dependence of bulge-to-total fraction in Illustris (NIllustris =27,564,
NSDSS =27,564 × 15).
bution (in particular to the inner 100 pc that are essential
for discerning its profile from a disc) may facilitate greater
accuracy in modelling of the bulge component. If so, the
strong mass dependence for the bulge-to-total fraction in
Illustris seen in Figure 6 may arise from inadequate parti-
cle resolution for creating realistic photo-bulges in synthetic
images of low mass galaxies with smaller numbers of stellar
particles.
One way to test the particle resolution dependence on
bulge fractions directly is to perform hydrodynamical zoom-
in simulations of lower mass systems in Illustris with the
same numerical techniques and simulations models (e.g., for
Illustris: Sparre & Springel 2016). Comparison of the decom-
position results from the high-resolution and low-resolution
simulations would yield insight on the effects of particle reso-
lution on (B/T ) estimates from mock observations. Alterna-
tively, an investigation of the biases on structural morphol-
ogy from the particle resolution and the simulation models
that regulate the formation of structure may be performed
by comparing our decomposition results with consistent de-
compositions of galaxies from other large hydrodynamical
simulations such as EAGLE which has comparable mass
resolution (Schaye et al. 2015; Crain et al. 2015). However,
in such a comparison, the biases from differences in the sim-
ulation models on the morphological estimates would need
to be carefully examined in order to assess whether particle
resolution is the main culprit of the strong mass-dependence
on (B/T ) estimates in the mock observations. Investigating
simulations with different resolutions is beyond the scope of
this paper.
5.3 Comparison with kinematic B/T
An interesting test that is feasible from our image-based
decompositions of simulated galaxies is a comparison be-
tween the properties derived from kinematic and photo-
metric information for the stellar particles. Comparisons of
photometric and kinematic bulge fractions in galaxies have
been performed previously in the literature without the large
numbers or extensive realism considerations provided here.
Scannapieco et al. (2010) used bulge+disc decompositions
of mock observations of Milky Way-mass galaxies from hy-
drodynamical simulations with similar mass resolution to
Illustris (M? ∼ 106) to show that (B/T ) is systematically
lower from photometry relative to the kinematics. Obreja
et al. (2016) reproduced this result in a sample of 18 cos-
mological zoom-in simulations of galaxies. Each galaxy from
Obreja et al. (2016) had a photometric bulge-to-total ra-
tio of (B/T ) ≈ 0 but kinematic ratios ∼ 0.5. However, the
zoom-in simulations from Obreja et al. (2016) used adaptive
particle mass resolution to each halo – making it difficult
to ascertain the effects of particle mass resolution. Still, the
implication of each study is that exponential structure of
mock observed surface brightness profiles of simulated galax-
ies does not imply a cold rotationally-supported kinematic
disc (i.e. low photometric B/T does not necessarily indicate
the lack of a kinematic bulge). These results are further com-
plicated by Christensen et al. (2014) who, while not specif-
ically investigating the differences between photometry and
the kinematics, demonstrated that realistic mock-observed
photometric bulges can be produced in high-resolution sim-
ulations that match well with the photometric properties
of real bulges. The implication from these studies is that
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while galaxies with realistic photo-bulges may be produced,
bulge fractions inferred from photometry may not straight-
forwardly couple with kinematic bulge classifications.
In the simulations, the angular momentum for each par-
ticle about the principle rotational axis in a galaxy can be
derived using the particle velocities and locations relative
to the galactic potential. Stars that belong to the bulges
of galaxies tend to have a gaussian distribution of velocities
(see Kormendy & Ho 2013 for a recent review) whereas stars
in the disc have rotationally supported orbits and generally
larger, coherent angular momenta. Stars (and particles rep-
resenting stars) can be approximately associated to their
stellar components using this angular momentum informa-
tion to estimate the kinematic bulge-to-total or disc-to-total
fractions (e.g., Scannapieco et al. 2009; Stinson et al. 2010).
One definition of the kinematic (B/T ) that is common in the
literature (see Abadi et al. 2003; Nelson et al. 2015; Genel
et al. 2015) is:
(B/T )kin = 1/N?,tot 2×N?(Jz/J(E) < 0) (1)
where N?,tot is the total number of star particles belong-
ing to the galaxy, Jz is an individual particle’s compo-
nent of angular momentum about the principle rotation axis
(computed from the angular momenta of all stars within
10 half-mass radii), and J(E) is the maximum angular
momentum of stellar particles ranked by binding energy
(Ugravity + ν
2) within 50 ranks of the particle in question.
N?(Jz/J(E) < 0) is an approximation to the number of
stars whose motions are not coherent with the bulk rotation.
Because the velocities in the bulge are expected to be nor-
mally distributed about Jz/J(E) = 0, symmetry provides
that 2×N?(Jz/J(E) < 0) should approximate the number
of stars in the bulge of a galaxy – which can be normalized
by the total number of stars for the kinematic bulge-to-total
ratio.
The left panel of Figure 7 compares the kinematic and
photometric estimates of (B/T ) using the decompositions
from the ASKA catalog (Section 2.4). The ASKA galaxies are
used to provide a sense of the uncertainties associated with
photometric (B/T ) by employing the distributions of de-
composition results from all placements and camera angles
for each galaxy. The vertical position of each point repre-
sents the median photometric (B/T ) over all placements
and camera angles for each galaxy. The error bars show the
95% range centred on the median of the distribution of esti-
mates. The horizontal position for each system is the kine-
matic (B/T ) derived from the stellar orbits. Note that none
of the galaxies in this sample have kinematic bulge fractions
less than (B/T )kin = 0.2 – which creates immediate tension
with our photometric decomposition results. Many galaxies
with high kinematic bulge fractions have no photo-bulge.
So whilst the kinematic (B/T ) indicate that many galax-
ies are bulge dominated, the photometric results are com-
pletely disk dominated! Furthermore, no discernible corre-
lation is seen between the kinematic and photometric bulge
fractions. The results are consistent with previous findings
that the photometric bulge-to-total fractions are systemati-
cally lower than the kinematic fractions (Scannapieco et al.
2010; Obreja et al. 2016).
Three RIGs in the left panel of Figure 7 are highlighted
by star symbols and have labels corresponding to image pan-
els to the right. The highlighted RIGs were selected to enable
visual inspection of galaxies with (B/T )phot > (B/T )kin
(upper right row), (B/T )phot ≈ (B/T )kin (middle right
row), (B/T )phot < (B/T )kin (bottom right row). The pan-
els show gri composites of our synthetic images and mock
SDSS Galaxy Zoo visual classification images3 with real-
ism from Snyder et al. (2015) for visual impression of each
highlighted RIG. Visual inspection of the morphology of the
RIG with (B/T )phot > (B/T )kin shows that it has a strong
bulge component but that is embedded within a disc (edge-
on in this camera angle). The uncertainties from the distri-
bution of decomposition results are not consistent with the
kinematic estimate. However, the photometric (B/T ) frac-
tion for this galaxy is reconcilable with its visual appear-
ance. The photometric (B/T ) fraction for the galaxy with
(B/T )phot ≈ (B/T )kin in the middle row of images in Figure
7 is also visually reconcilable with the photometry. While the
galaxy appears to contain a bar that may affect the photo-
metric (B/T), it is consistent with the kinematically derived
quantity. The galaxy shown in the bottom row of images in
Figure 7 is most intriguing. The galaxy shown in the bottom
row has (B/T )phot = 0 for all placements but (B/T )kin ≈ 1.
However, there is no visual presence of a bulge or a disc
– yet the kinematic information indicates that it is almost
a pure bulge. Figure 7 shows that photometrically derived
morphologies can achieve similar results to the kinematics.
However, photometric (B/T ) estimates for the majority of
galaxies in the RIG sample are systematically lower than
their kinematic counterparts.
The markers corresponding to each RIG in Figure 7
are coloured according to their total stellar masses. Colour-
coding of the masses enables inspection of the dependence
on stellar mass for the photometric and kinematic bulge-to-
total estimates. As expected from Figure 6, only galaxies
with stellar masses log M?/M & 11 contain appreciable
photometric bulge fractions. Furthermore, galaxies with low
stellar masses log M?/M . 10.5 have the largest system-
atic errors between the photometric and kinematic estimates
for (B/T). The small number of photometric bulges at low
masses and the presence of kinematic bulges corroborates
with the bias expected from particle resolution. However, the
galaxy shown in bottom right row of images in Figure 7 does
not generate confidence in the kinematic estimates for low-
mass galaxies. Alternatively, the galaxy in the bottom right
row of images in Figure 7 tells us that kinematics sometimes
have nothing to do with visual or photometric morphology!
Either way, the high kinematic bulge fractions of galaxies
with no visual bulge such as seen in the bottom right row of
images in Figure 7 make pinning particle resolution as the
driving bias for reducing photometric (B/T ) estimates more
challenging. Still, the stronger correlation between kinematic
and photometric (B/T ) for galaxies with log M?/M & 11
3 The mock SDSS Galaxy Zoo images were designed to enable
consistent visual classifications with observed SDSS galaxies – so
they are Illustris galaxies placed in real image fields, but are not
convolved with the SDSS PSF or inserted into a SDSS fields in
a way that reproduces crowding, resolution, and sky brightness
statistics. These higher-order biases are unimportant for consis-
tency in visual classifications of galaxies (as most galaxies in the
vicinity of closely projected sources are rejected from visual clas-
sification samples) but are important in decompositions (Bottrell
et al. 2017).
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Figure 7. Photometric and kinematic bulge-to-total fractions taken from the decompositions results in the ASKA catalog for galaxies in
the RIG sample. Points in the left panel show the median photometric (B/T )r over all placements and camera angles for each galaxy
as a function of the kinematic (B/T ) derived using Equation 1 from the orbits of the stellar particles in the simulation. Each point is
colour-coded by the total stellar mass of the galaxy, indicated in the colourbar at the top left of the panel. Error bars show the 95%
confidence interval about the medians. The grey dashed line shows the one-to-one relation on this plane. gri-colour composites of our
synthetic images and Galaxy Zoo (Snyder et al. 2015) images in the right panels correspond to the labeled points (1,2,3) enclosed in star
symbols in the left panel. White horizontal lines at the top left of the FoF images measure 10 kpc. The gri false-colour images are shown
only for visual impression. Only the g and r band images are used in the modelling.
and the systematically low photometric (B/T ) for galaxies
with masses log M?/M . 10.5 presents a strong case for
the suppression of photometric bulge-to-total fractions by
particle mass resolution limitations.
Any relationship between the correlation of kinematic
and photometric (B/T ) with total stellar mass can be ex-
amined using the full Illustris sample (ie. the DISTINCT cat-
alog). Figure 8 shows the difference between the kinematic
and photometric bulge fractions, ∆(B/T ), as a function of
total stellar mass for all Illustris galaxies. The suspicion of
a mass dependence in ∆(B/T ) from the representative sam-
ple in Figure 7 is confirmed in Figure 8. Galaxies at low
stellar masses, log M?/M . 11, have systematically lower
photometric bulge fractions than inferred from the stellar
kinematics. However, increasing total stellar mass yields in-
creasing agreement between the kinematics and photometry.
Indeed, at log M?/M & 11.2, photometric and kinematic
(B/T ) are broadly consistent.
6 DISCUSSION
6.1 Remaining challenges to realism: Dust
Our comparisons of the global size-luminosity relations of
SDSS and Illustris indicate that there is no single sufficient
explanation for their discrepancy. In Sections 3 and 4, we
demonstrated that (1) internal segmentation had little over-
all effect in our comparisons; and (2) the difference in mor-
phologies between the SDSS and Illustris sample has a cru-
cial role in generating the discrepancy. However, Figure 5
showed that while matching by morphology improves agree-
ment in the slope and offset of the size-luminosity relations,
galaxies in Illustris remain slightly brighter and larger on
average for the same stellar masses and bulge fractions. Dif-
ferences in each may be explained in part by contributions
from neglecting treatment of dust in our mock observations
of Illustris galaxies. However, the inability to resolve dust
physics with the spatial resolution achievable for simula-
tions of the scale of Illustris makes it difficult to examine
the role of dust quantitatively. Our comparison of the size-
luminosity relations of Illustris and the SDSS galaxies are
therefore complicated by the presence of dust in the real
universe – which is not distributed uniformly within galax-
ies (e.g., see McKinnon et al. 2016 and references therein).
Gadotti et al. (2010) showed that when dust is
present in galaxies, measurements of galaxy properties with
bulge+disc decompositions are affected. In their study, disc
scale-lengths of analytic bulge+disc systems with dust were
systematically over-estimated and this was exacerbated by
inclination (with edge-on discs biased most strongly). Mean-
while, the Se´rsic indices and effective radii of bulges and
spheroids were systematically underestimated (Gadotti et al.
2010). In populations of discs and spheroids, the effects of
dust may therefore serve to increase the scatter and modify
the scaling between size and luminosity. However, the differ-
ences in size at the low-luminosity end of Figure 1 cannot
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Figure 8. The difference in photometric and kinematic bulge
fractions, ∆(B/T ), for the full sample of Illustris galaxies shown
as a function of total stellar mass. Filled contours show the 67th,
86th, and 95th percentiles about the median in bins of total stel-
lar mass. The solid dark blue line shows the median. (B/T )r,phot
estimates were taken from the DISTINCT catalog. There is a strong
dependence in the correlation between photometric and kinematic
(B/T ) and total stellar mass. At low masses, log M?/M . 11,
photometric (B/T ) are systematically smaller. With increasing
total stellar mass, the coupling between the photometric and kine-
matic bulge fraction improves substantially.
be reconciled with this dust model because, at low luminosi-
ties, galaxies in the SDSS are systematically smaller than
in Illustris for the same luminosities – whereas real galaxies
with dust should cause over-estimates of disc sizes. For dust
to cause this shift would first require a significantly larger
population of low-luminosity spheroids whose sizes would be
systematically underestimated due to dust. Therefore, while
dust may partially explain the offset in luminosities between
Illustris and the SDSS, a difference in morphologies between
the two populations is first necessary to cause the changes
to the scaling between size and luminosity from dust. Ulti-
mately, the absence of dust in the simulation and radiative
transfer code used to produce the synthetic images presents
a limitation in the realism of the mock observations. How-
ever, the choice to not employ a dust model in the radiative
transfer is motivated by the uncertainties involved in the
distribution of dust in galaxies. Future analysis of the biases
from dust-inclusive radiative transfer for our measurements
would yield interesting results that could be compared with
the dust-less models, but is beyond the scope of the current
work.
Furthermore, a deficit of photometrically derived bulges
relative to observed galaxies is not expected for simulated
galaxies in which there is no dust. Broadly following the ar-
guments in the previous paragraph, the inclusion of a dust-
model in the radiative transfer would serve to further sys-
tematically under-estimate (B/T ) estimates in Illustris by
reducing the overall brightness of bulges and the pixels cor-
responding to the peak of the bulge surface brightness distri-
bution (Graham & Worley 2008; Gadotti et al. 2010). The
de Vaucouleurs n = 4 model for the bulge is strongly de-
pendent on the surface brightness from the inner 100 pc of
a galaxies light profile. Attenuation of the light by dust at
the centre of the bulge drives the free Se´rsic index and bulge
half-light radius down in pure Se´rsic models (Gadotti et al.
2010). In fixed n bulge+disc decompositions the bulge model
brightness is forced down to accommodate the decrease in
flux from the central pixels and the exponential disc model is
driven up. The combined effects lead to a reduction in bulge
integrated magnitude and half-light radius, an increase in
disc integrated magnitude and half-light radius, and a cor-
responding reduction in bulge-to-total fraction. The inclu-
sion of dust tends to weaken the photo-bulge relative to the
disc. Therefore, the exclusion of dust in the radiative trans-
fer should not cause the photo-bulge deficit.
6.2 Disconnect between kinematics and
photometry
Future directions in investigating how well the photometric
structure of Illustris galaxies actually reproduce the struc-
ture of real galaxies will require better treatment of dust
radiative transfer, particle resolution and smoothing of stel-
lar light, and comparisons with observations. The facts that
(1) high-mass galaxies in Illustris contain photo-bulges that
are consistent with the kinematics and (2) mock observa-
tions from high- particle resolution simulations also produce
bulges (Christensen et al. 2014) support a scenario in which
resolution plays a role in interpretation of bulges in mock ob-
servations of simulated galaxies. To test the hypothesis that
spatial or particle resolution is preventing adequate sampling
of the bulge component, a deeper examination of alternative
SLD schemes and, more directly, comparisons with zoom-in
simulations of Illustris are required. In particular, a recent
zoom-in simulation of Illustris using the same model and
hydrodynamics improved the particle resolution by 40× the
resolution of the full volume (Sparre & Springel 2016). The
zoom-in would place the particle resolution of the zoomed-in
low mass galaxies, log M?/M . 10.5, on level-ground with
galaxies at high mass in our current comparison – which ap-
pear to contain more substantial numbers of galaxies with
bulges. If bulges can be resolved in synthetic images of the
zoomed-in low-mass galaxies, then new constraints can be
placed on the necessary resolution to resolve bulges for re-
alistic comparisons with observations.
Furthermore, the nature of whether photo-bulges gen-
uinely correlate with the kinematic bulges is another test
that may be performed with a comparison of both kinematic
and photometric structural estimates of individual galaxies
in the zoom-in and the full volume. Given that our lowest
mass galaxies had the largest discrepancies in the kinematic
and photometric bulge fractions, one could tackle the ques-
tion of whether an increase by 400% in particle resolution
can alleviate the discrepancy.
It may also be possible to explore alternative kinematic
definitions of a bulge. In this paper, we used a simple pre-
scription that assumes that the angular momentum distri-
bution of the bulge component is symmetric about the prin-
ciple angular momentum axis of the galaxy – centred at the
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minimum in the gravitational potential. In this way, bulge
fraction can be easily computed assuming this symmetry,
since stellar particles belonging to a rotationally supported
disc should have an angular momentum distribution that
should be offset from zero. However, there may be several
caveats to this definition. A comprehensive study of caveats
to this definition is beyond the scope of this paper. Still,
one of them could be the stellar clumps in Illustris galax-
ies identified in Bottrell et al. (2017). Should a handful of
large stellar clumps have orbits in which a large amount
of the angular momentum is radial, this would cause the
kinematic bulge fraction to systematically increase – despite
the clumps having no physical connection to a stellar bulge.
The contributions of these clumps to the angular momen-
tum distributions of higher mass galaxies may be smaller,
leading to generally better relationships between kinematic
and photometric bulges. Although speculative at this point,
now that we have seen that coupling between the kinematic
and photometric bulge fractions is possible, it may be a good
opportunity to review and improve upon conventional defi-
nitions of the bulge inferred from simulations.
7 SUMMARY
In this second paper in a series, we have employed our new
procedure described in Bottrell et al. (2017) for deriving
image-based quantitative morphologies of simulated galax-
ies in a fair comparison with observations. In this section,
the results of a comparison between properties derived from
bulge+disc decompositions of galaxies from the Illustris sim-
ulation and the SDSS are summarized.
7.1 Comparison with SDSS galaxies
The bulge+disc decomposition results from the DISTINCT
catalog (Bottrell et al. 2017) were used to perform a com-
parison with the observed size-luminosity and (B/T)-stellar
mass relations. Comparisons between simulated and real
galaxy size-luminosity relations have been previously per-
formed (e.g., Brooks et al. 2011; Christensen et al. 2014;
Snyder et al. 2015; Furlong et al. 2015) but may be compro-
mised by at least one of the following factors: (1) the limita-
tions on statistical meaningfulness in comparisons to obser-
vations due to small simulated galaxy samples; (2) inconsis-
tent derivations of simulated and observed galaxy properties;
(3) incomplete observational realism that biases the distribu-
tions of derived properties of simulated galaxies in compar-
isons with observations. Each of these caveats is addressed
by using mock observations of a representative population
of simulated galaxies, applying extensive observational re-
alism to enable an unbiased image-based comparison, and
employing identical methods for deriving galaxy properties
in simulated and observed galaxies.
• Size-luminosity relation: Illustris galaxies were matched
by stellar mass to the stellar mass distribution of the SDSS
– taking the SDSS galaxy population over 0.04 < z < 0.06
with a lower mass cut of log M?/M > 10 as the compar-
ison sample. In Section 3, we compared the size-luminosity
relations of the SDSS and Illustris for the matched sample
and showed that Illustris galaxies are generally larger and
brighter for the same stellar masses as galaxies from the
SDSS. Furthermore, the correlation between size and lumi-
nosity is not as strong in Illustris (and appears flat) relative
to the SDSS relation. We concluded that such a discrepancy
could not be explained by the known biases from internal
segmentation of the galaxy surface brightness distributions
identified in Bottrell et al. (2017). In Section 4, the morpho-
logical dependence of the size-luminosity relations in Illustris
and SDSS was examined using our bulge-to-total fractions.
While Illustris qualitatively reproduces the observed trend of
increasing slope and decreasing normalization with increas-
ing bulge fractions, the size-luminosity relations of Illustris
are quantitatively distinct, having smaller slopes and higher
normalizations across all (B/T ) classifications (Figure 3).
• Bulge and disc morphologies: Distributions of (B/T )
as a function of total stellar mass were compared using the
mass-matched samples from the size-luminosity comparison.
We showed that Illustris is dominated by disc-dominated
morphologies at all masses in the sample – whereas the
SDSS demonstrates diverse morphologies. Still, Illustris con-
tains bulges-dominated galaxies, but the relationship be-
tween stellar mass and (B/T ) is stronger than in the ob-
servations (i.e. Illustris contains too many discs at low mass
and only high-mass galaxies contain appreciable bulge frac-
tions). The size-luminosity relations of bulge- and disc- dom-
inated galaxies differ significantly in observations. These re-
sults hinted that the morphological differences between Il-
lustris and SDSS samples were affecting the comparison of
their size-luminosity relations.
• Size-luminosity relation – Impact of morphology : The
size-luminosity relations of SDSS and Illustris were revisited
– this time matching by stellar mass and (B/T ) morphol-
ogy by re-sampling SDSS galaxies to match the (B/T)-stellar
mass distribution of Illustris. The comparison demonstrated
that, indeed, the discrepancy in the previous comparison
of the size-luminosity relations owed in large part to the
fact that Illustris contained predominantly disc-dominated
galaxies in that sample. By additionally matching by mor-
phology, the agreement between the size-luminosity relations
(which is essentially the disc size-luminosity relation) is sig-
nificantly improved – leaving a reduced magnitude and size
offset between the relations. The remaining offset is difficult
to characterize without a detailed quantification of the ef-
fects of dust in the creation of the synthetic images and on
our decomposition results.
7.2 The deficit of bulge-dominated galaxies in
Illustris at low stellar mass
Based on our decompositions with gim2d, Illustris contains
too few bulge/spheroid-dominated galaxies at low stellar
masses, log M?/M . 11, relative to the observations and
only has appreciable populations of galaxies with bulges at
log M?/M & 11. The deficit of bulge-dominated galax-
ies contrasts with previous generations of simulations that
tended to produce galaxies that were too compact, dense,
and rotated too quickly (e.g., Steinmetz & Navarro 1999;
Navarro & Steinmetz 2000; Eke et al. 2001; Abadi et al. 2003;
Governato et al. 2004; Piontek & Steinmetz 2009; Scan-
napieco et al. 2012. A relationship between bulge fraction
and stellar mass is not surprising in a framework of galaxy
evolution that is based on hierarchical assembly of galaxies
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through mergers. However, the significantly stronger depen-
dence on bulge-fraction with total stellar mass in Illustris,
relative to the observations, is puzzling. Still, several sce-
narios may provide some explanation. First, the ability to
resolve the bulge for galaxies with the spatial resolution that
is limited by the number of stellar particles and/or method
for distributing stellar light in galaxies with low total stel-
lar mass. And second, the adequacy of the mechanisms by
which bulges form and survive within the simulation model.
Application of the methods utilized in this paper to zoom-in
cosmological simulations with the same physical model at
high-resolution (e.g., Sparre & Springel 2016) and to alter-
native models (e.g., EAGLE: Schaye et al. 2015) may yield
insight into the validity of these hypotheses.
Lastly, the photometric bulge-to-total fractions of Illus-
tris galaxies were compared with the bulge fractions derived
from the internal kinematics of simulated galaxies. Confirm-
ing previous work using a larger sample and similar resolu-
tion (Scannapieco et al. 2010; Obreja et al. 2016), we showed
in Section 5.3 that the photometric estimates for (B/T ) are
systematically lower than the kinematic estimates. In our
first look using a representative sample of Illustris galaxies,
no discernible correlation between the photometric and kine-
matic (B/T ) is seen. However, taking all galaxies in Illustris,
we showed that while galaxies with log M?/M . 11 have
photometric (B/T ) that are systematically lower than the
kinematic (B/T ), galaxies with higher stellar masses demon-
strated broad consistency between photometric and kine-
matic bulge fractions. We showed that there is a strong re-
lationship between the correlation of photometric and kine-
matic (B/T ) and total stellar mass – with the correlation
improving with increasing masses. Several low-mass galax-
ies log M?/M . 10.5 with high kinematic (B/T ) and no
visible photo-bulge were inspected – implying that (a) the
spatial resolution is insufficient in these galaxies to resolve
the bulge; (b) the kinematic estimate for the bulge that we
employed does not always reflect the true presence of a bulge;
(c) there is no underlying connection between kinematics
and visual or photometric morphology. A combination of
(a) and (b) is also possible. In such a scenario, galaxies that
are poorly resolved (both spatially in the images and by
particles in the kinematics) may have reduced photometric
estimates of (B/T ) and have intrinsically large uncertainties
in the kinematic estimates.
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